
                                            CLASS NOTES 

CLASS :4 TOPIC: DIARY ENTRY 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH STORY COMPLETION, PARAGRAPH WRITING 

This is a revision worksheet, no need of writing in copy. 

Q1. Complete the story with the help of clue words given in bracket. 

(smiled, silver, God, axe, tree, woodcutter, honesty, food, river, disappeared, golden) 

There was once a __________, working hard in the forest, getting wood to sell for 
some _________. As he was cutting a _________, his _________ accidentally fell 
into the river. The river was deep and was flowing really fast – he lost his axe and 
could not find it again. He sat at the bank of the _______ and wept.While he wept, 
the _______ of the river arose and asked him what happened. The woodcutter told 
him the story. The God of the river offered to help him by looking for his axe. He 
_______ into the river and retrieved a golden axe, but the woodcutter said it was not 
his. He disappeared again and came back with a silver axe, but the woodcutter said 
that was not his either. The God disappeared into the water again and came back 
with an iron axe – the woodcutter _______ and said it was his. The God was 
impressed with the woodcutter’s ______ and gifted him both the _______ and 
______  axes. 

                                                DIARY ENTRY 

Q.2. Imagine you are Sudha Murty. Write a diary entry sharing your experience of the day 

you went for the interview.  

Saturday,13 February 2021 

Bangalore 

10 p.m. 

Dear Diary, 

Today was a great day for me. I was asked to appear for the interview. As directed ,I went to 

Telco’s Pimpri office for the interview. There were six people on the panel and I realized that 

this was serious business. I heard somebody whispering about my letter.The realisation that 

I would not get the job abolished all fears from my mind. I was cool at the time of interview. 

I was asked some technical questions. I answered all of them. An elderly gentleman 

explained me the reason of not lady candidates. They had never employed any ladies on the 

shop floor. They wanted people like me to work in research laboratories. 

The interview was a good one. I also told them that women should get opportunity to work 

in their factories. I had a great experience today. I will never forget this day in my life. 



Sudha 

Q.3.Write a short paragraph on Importance Of Water 

IMPORTANCE OF WATER 

Water is an essential part of life. The significance of water in our diet is evident to us. Water 

is everywhere, and it is vital for our Earth and the life that lives there.  Life without water is 

impossible. It is nearly 70% of the Earth, after all.  Water, though abundant is limited. 

It cannot be renewed, thus must be used very carefully.  

Water is the foundation of our lives. For daily survival, the human body requires 
water.  Also, 70 percent of our body fluids is water. In turn, this helps our bodies to 
work usually. Besides, without water, we do not carry out our daily activities. It is 
equally necessary whether we are thinking about brushing up early in the morning or 
preparing our meals. The industries also consume a great deal of water on a large 
scale. Every organism needs water to survive, from a small insect to a whale. We 
thus see how water is required, not only for humans but also for plants and animals.  
Water is necessary not only for our survival but also for a healthy and happy life.  All 
have to wake up to the urgent need for water conservation. 

This content is prepared at home. 

 

 

https://www.aplustopper.com/essay-on-water/

